RIDE CLIPLESS
IN STREET SHOES

UNIVERSAL, LIGHTWEIGHT, DURABLE.
WORKS UNIVERSALLY WITH
THESE PEDALS + MORE!

Shimano SPD-SL

Shimano SPD

Speedplay ZERO

TIME
ATAC

LOOK KEO

WORKS WITH THE FOLLOWING PEDALS:
Shimano: SPD, SPD-SL. LOOK: KEO, KEO2 Max, S-TRACK, Delta.
TIME: ATAC, Clic, RXS. Crankbrothers: Eggbeaters, Candy, Mallet.

Crankbrothers
Eggbeaters

WHY USE FLY PEDALS?

Protect Your Rep

Easy On, Easy Off

Get a Grip

Boost Your Ride

Still wearing your cleats
into the bar or coffee shop?
Fly Pedals work with street
shoes, so you can stop
damaging your pricey gear
and priceless cool kid status.

Ditch your pedal wrench.
Turn your clipless Road or
MTB pedals into platforms
in seconds. You can easily
remove Fly Pedals with your
foot, hand, or 6mm hex tool.

Fly Pedals feature aggressive
traction pegs for a more
comfortable surface for any
shoe. More than can be said
about using clipless pedals
with street shoes.

Foot Straps are the perfect
addition to your Fly Pedals,
giving you better stability
and enhanced nighttime
visibility with reflective straps.
Foot straps sold separately.

WHY SELL FLY PEDALS?

Try, Then Buy

One of a Kind

Upsell on Accessories

Made in USA

Fly Pedals are perfect for
bringing out the best in any
bike. Why showcase a
peloton-ready bike with a
pair of plastic platforms?
Let Fly Pedals sell themselves, and your bikes.

Fly Pedals are the only
universal clipless pedal
platform adapters on the
market. With real estate
on your pedal wall at a
premium, why not stock
the very best?

Fly Pedals are the perfect
solution for those wanting
clipless pedals without
the lifestyle limitations.
Boost sales with a pair of
Fly Pedals and an extra
pair of cleats.

If you’re dropping a grand
(or more) on a new bike, then
you know the value of craftsmanship. Fly Pedals
are made of lightweight
aluminum, manufactured in
the USA, and include a
lifetime warranty.

WHOLESALE PRICING

PEDALS AND
STRAP COMBO
$

DEALER
PRICING

35

KEYSTONE MARGINS
UP TO 20% OFF WITH
VOLUME PURCHASES

PER UNIT

DEALER ONLY DEALS
FLY PEDALS II

$49.95

MAP/MSRP

SUPPORTING OUR RETAILERS
Pedal to the Metal Marketing

Our Fly Pedal Posse

Get Hooked Up

You’ll have access to a plethora
of graphic, photo, and video
content to effectively showcase
Fly Pedals on your website
and marketing materials.

We’ve got an active and ever
growing base of Fly Pedal fanatics.
We’re always working to grow our
brand awareness and highlight
our retail partners in the process.

When you place your first wholesale
order, we’ll provide you with a free set
of demo Fly Pedals (upon request).
Just pop them on and put them
through their paces.

CONTACT US
ZEITBIKE - Urban bicycle, parts, and lifestyle distribution
Ventura, CA
Info@zeitbike.com | www.zeitbike.com
(877) 612-2212

